CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT OF BUMDES “ASUNG DAYA” IN PRESENTING ASSET VALUE
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of community service is to provide an understanding of asset assessment, measurement, and asset recognition through administrating the assets of Village Owned Enterprises (BUMDes). The methods of activities used are socialization, training and mentoring. The target community audience is the Director and manager of BUMDes Asung Daya and The Secretary of the Jatijajar Village bergas district of Semarang Regency. Socialization, training, and assistance in understanding the assessment, measurement, and recognition of assets run smoothly. BUMDes managers understand how to conduct asset valuations by using current market value. If the asset is a fixed asset, then its economic life is more than 12 months. If the asset is a current asset, then its economic life is less than 12 months. So far BUMDes has been able to compile financial statements correctly. However, some terms are not commonly used in accounting such as initial balance accounts, meaning the inventory of merchandise (beginning of the period). Recording of current assets in the form of inventory of merchandise in the asung daya minimarket is done computerized so that if you want to know the amount of stock just open on the cashier’s computer. The financial statements prepared are accounted for in village deliberations (musdes) attended by the Village Consultative Agency (BPDI), women representatives, cadet corals, community leaders, BUMDes administrators, and village devices.
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Decentralization of village government legally refers to Law No. 6 of 2014 on Villages. One of the main policies related to the implementation of the Village Law is the granting of village fund management authority derived from the State Revenue and Expenditure Budget (APBN) ranging from 800 million rupiahs to 1.4 billion rupiahs village (Mahmud et al., 2020, Kania, 2020). Fiscal decentralization shows the government’s alignment on increasing village development priorities for the realization of the welfare of rural communities. The village fund can be used as village development capital through Village Owned Enterprises (BUM Desa) following articles 87-90 of the Village Law which is intended to encourage the increase in economies of scale of productive efforts of village communities (Belfellah and Bourkha, 2016, Sulistiyani et al., 2019).

Village Owned Enterprises (BUM Desa) is a village business institution managed by the community and village government to strengthen the village economy and formed based on the needs and potential of the village (Vel and Bedner, 2015, Feriady and Susilowati, 2019). As one of the economic institutions operating in the countryside, BUM Desa must have differences with economic institutions in general. This is intended so that the existence and performance of BUM Desa can make a significant contribution to improving the welfare of villagers. In addition, so as not to develop a capitalistic business system in the countryside that can lead to disruption of the values of community life.

Starting the enactment of the Village Law, all villages in Indonesia began to pioneer the formation of BUM Desa. Determining the success of BUM Desa development are human resources, community participation and empowerment, village government support, and cooperation with third parties (Yuniarta and Purnamawati, 2020, Mahmud et al., 2020). Based on data from the Ministry of Villages, Development of Disadvantaged Regions, and Transmigration, in 2019 the number of Village BUM rose sharply from 1,022 units in 2014 to 50,199 units in 2019. Bumdes business unit types vary according to the needs of the community and the potential of the village. Business units that are growing rapidly include trade businesses (selling basic needs of the community), village tourist destinations, clean water management, savings and loan cooperatives, and processing of village superior products (Menkhoff and Rungruxsirivorn, 2011, Mahmud, Amir, and Susilowati, 2018). With community empowerment and village government support through capital derived from village funds, BUM Desa can develop well. So that the number of BUMDes continues to increase every year.

One regency in Central Java that has several BUMDes growing rapidly is Semarang Regency. Based on data from the Ministry of Villages, Development of Disadvantaged Regions, and Transmigration the number of BUMDes in Semarang Regency as many as 170 spread across 19 sub-districts (Mahmud et al., 2020). BUMDes is managed by the village government and village communities with the main goal to make the village independent and prosperous (Setyawan, Priyono and Iswanaji, 2018, Susilowati et al., 2020). All the needs of the village community can be met in the village so that there are no more people who lack both clothing, food, and boards. Bum Village that is growing rapidly is BUM Asung Daya Village. BUM Desa Asung Daya is a BUM Village owned by Jatijajar Village bergas district of Semarang Regency. BUM Desa has three business units, namely (1) village minimarket, (2) clean water management services, and (3) building shops. The organization of BUM Asung Daya Village can be said to still be less good. BUM Desa contains only five administrators, namely bum desa director, secretary, treasurer, and two employees of village minimarket. The Secretary doubles as the manager of the clean water service unit, while the director doubles as the manager of the village mini-market unit and building shop. The Treasurer and employees of the village minimarket double as financial managers and supervisors of merchandise stock in the village minimarket.

Source: Ministry of Villages, Development of Disadvantaged Regions, and Transmigration, 2019

So far the continuity (going concern) of these efforts can be said to be good. This is evidenced by business units that continue to grow and experience an increase in turnover. Asung Daya Minimarket business unit is a supplier of goods for stalls and fulfilment of basic needs of the jatijajar village community. Based on data from BUMDes Asung Daya's financial statements from 2015 to 2019 shows that 2015 is the first year BUMDes Asung Daya runs a Asung Daya Minimarket business. Asung Daya Minimarket turnover in 2015 was 120 million rupiahs and in 2016 it was 240 million rupiahs. At the beginning of the Asung Daya Minimarket business requires public trust and intense promotion to get customers. In 2016 the community
began to believe in fulfilling daily needs in BUMDes so that the village minimarket was more crowded with visitors and customers. In 2017 turnover reached 355 million rupiahs, up 115 million rupiahs from the previous year. While in 2018 there was an increase of 125 million rupiahs so that turnover in 2018 was 480 million rupiahs. In 2019 the village minimarket turnover amounted to 610 million rupiahs so that there was an increase in turnover of 130 million rupiahs.

Clean water distribution services in the community are also developing well. Almost all heads of families consume clean water Asung Daya. Water use per cubic meter costs 3 thousand rupiahs. So that the turnover obtained is not so large compared to The Asung Daya Minimarket. Moreover, the cost of maintenance of water dynamo engines is also relatively high. In 2015 only 50 family heads participated in the Asung Daya clean water program with a turnover of 30 million rupiahs. In 2016 clean water users increased to 90 heads of families so that turnover was 54 million rupiahs. In 2017 the turnover of water services reached 72 million rupiahs with an increase in users of 30 family heads so that it became 120 family heads. In 2018 there was an increase in water users to 140 heads of families with a turnover of water services of 84 million rupiahs. In 2019 the number of users reached 160 families so that the turnover of water services amounted to 96 million rupiahs. Asung Daya Building Store only makes order sales so its turnover is erratic. In 2015 sales turnover was 100 million rupiahs, in 2016 it was 210 million rupiahs, in 2017 it was 240 million rupiahs, in 2018 it reached 300 million rupiahs, and in 2019 it reached 350 million rupiahs.

The more turnover bum desa the more assets or wealth. However, these assets have not been administrated and inventory. This means that so far there has not been a good recording of assets, so there are no asset claims from the old, new, or community managers. The asset should be presented in BUMDes balance sheet at fair value (Galani-Moutafi, 2013., Carter, Burritt and Pisaniello, 2013). However, the board has not compiled the balance sheet properly which results in the delivery of incorrect financial information. The difficulty of administrating assets is determining the value of assets caused by the lack of management knowledge on understanding asset valuation (recognition, measurement, and disclosure of assets) (Hayyuna, Pratiwi and Mindarti, 2014). Problems faced by partners related to the valuation of assets or wealth will result in the reporting of assets in the balance sheet statement being wrong. In addition, the number of assets recorded and presented in the financial statements cannot show the actual condition of BUM Desa assets. From there will be a lot of improper management decision making. Even though decision making determines the sustainability of business and community trust. Asset revaluation (revaluation) especially fixed assets are carried out because certain conditions cause a difference in material value between the value contained in bum desa's property and its fair value. Revaluation is also to realize the presentation of asset value in the Financial Statement that is accountable following its fair value and to realize the successful management of BUM Desa Property (Hayyuna, Pratiwi and Mindarti, 2014). The absence of administrating of assets and their valuation will result in incorrect record-keeping and reporting. This financial recording is carried out by BUMDes management using simple notes (Triani and Handayani, 2018., Susilowati, Herdiani and Widhiastuti, 2018). In the financial statements have not appeared fixed assets in the form of buildings, equipment, computers, and so forth. Here is an example of financial statements presented by BUMDes Asung Daya unit of Pre Cooperative Barokah.

![Source: Asung Daya BUMDes Financial Report](image)

BUM Desa Asung Daya every three months gets an examination from the inspectorate general of Semarang Regency and the Audit Board (BPK). At the time of the audit, BUM Desa was accompanied by the village head, village treasurer, and village secretary. Here is the user's perception of financial statements on financial statements compiled by BUMDes Asung Daya. One element of financial statements that must be reviewed is assets. In general, BUMDes assets are grouped into two, namely assets into current assets and non-current assets / fixed assets. Examples of current assets in BUMDes Asung Daya are cash in hand, cash in banks, inventory of merchandise, and office stationery. While non-current assets / fixed assets are office tools, land, mini market buildings, computers, chairs, tables, storefronts, and closets. As in the following picture.

The bar diagram below shows that users of BUMDes Asung Daya's financial statements such as village heads, village treasurers, village secretaries, inspectorates, and CPC have low perceptions. The range is indicated by a value of 60% to 70% in the low
category. This means that the user does not understand the financial statements compiled by the board. This happens because of the lack of knowledge of the board on the preparation of good and correct financial statements so that they cannot be accepted by the general public.

**Method of Devotion**

The approach of community service activities used is Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) in the form of counselling, mentoring, and training methods (Susilowati, Anisykurilah and Lianingsih, 2019) (Galani-Moutafi, 2013). The extension method is used for the socialization of devotional activities about understanding assets, recognition, and measurement. The mentoring method is done offline and also online using WhatsApp facilities so that directors, administrators, and village devices can discuss bumdese asset and financial reporting effectively and efficiently.

Here are the stages that are carried out in devotional activities.

Counselling uses the lecture method to explain or socialize devotional activities so that BUMDes administrators can make proper asset recognition. Here's the stage.

2. Training in determining the value of fixed assets on financial statements.
3. Constraints and barriers to valuation and ownership of fixed assets.

Assistance is carried out by the practice of asset assessment and preparation of financial statements as follows:

1. Records each transaction according to the date of the transaction.
2. Make a list of transaction details.
3. Determine the fixed value of assets such as equipment and machinery.
4. Compiling financial statements.

**Indicators of success**

Indicators of success are seen from the composition of financial statements that were successfully compiled by BUMDes treasurer, including the presentation of assets in the balance sheet, determination of the cost of renting buildings and buildings, and the division of business profit (SHU).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

Before community service activities, the devotional team makes preparations. The first is to coordinate the team for the strengthening of materials.
and groups so that the objectives of the activity can be achieved. The coordination of the devotional team is also a place to equalize the perception of training activities. The second is to coordinate with the Director of BUMDes Asung Daya and the Jatijajar Village Government to ensure the time of implementation of training activities. The third is to do a virtual media deal that is used, namely using WhatsApp for the initial stages of online discussions so that the message delivered by the service team can be received well and clearly by BUMDes. Fourth, offline assistance is carried out by looking at the condition of the area and applying health protocols strictly.

Figure 1.
Asset Recognition and Measurement Materials

Community service activities in the form of understanding the assessment, recognition, and measurement of assets run smoothly. From August to September the devotional team conducted intensive communication with the director of BUMDes asung daya. Director of BUMDes Asung Daya, Fery Musthofa, S.T. very openly conveyed the current condition of BUMDes. Despite the pandemic, BUMDes Asung Daya tetep exist doing business activities even get the largest turnover among BUMDes in Semarang Regency. With its persistence in communicating and expanding with companies around the village, BUMDes managed to survive during a pandemic.

BUMDes assets come from Village Assets. At first, it was a loan. In line with the rapid turnover of BUMDes, based on the agreement between the Director of BUMDes and the Jatijajar Village Government, the determination of rent was made. Village assets borrowed in the form of buildings used for asung daya minimarket units. The amount of rent is always volatile depending on sales turnover in the year concerned. At every beginning of the year, accountability is carried out for the participation of capital provided by the Village Government. Usually, accountability is carried out in February which is attended by village devices, women representatives, representatives of village figures, cadet corals, and the Village Consultative Agency (BPD).

Buildings and buildings that are now used by asung daya minimarkets and building shops belong to the village, BUMDes should not recognize them as an asset. That is, it is not included in the balance sheet report. However, it is recorded in the form of rental or rental expenses paid upfront (depending on the recording technique and payment). BUMDes asung daya also provide corporate social responsibility (CSR) to the surrounding community. In 2021, this provides social funds in the form of merchandise supplies for grocery stores in Jatijajar village.

Figure 2.
Discussion with BUMDes management

The following is a balance sheet financial report prepared by BUMDes Asung Daya.

Figure 3.
Balance Sheet Financial Statements

The amount of merchandise in the asung power minimarket is approximately 300 types. Therefore, computerized recording is done. Then at the end of the month, the stock name is done a physical calculation of merchandise. However, since one employee stopped working, there was no physical calculation. They only rely on the total and remaining items from the records that are on the merchandising computer.
Next is the income statement, which is made every month as follows.

![Image](Figure 4. Profit/Loss Statement)

The income statement has been made properly and correctly, although there are some unusually used accounts such as initial stock. What this initial stock means is the amount of merchandise inventory (beginning of the period). The cost of renting a building worth 12,000,000 a year consists of a minimarket building and a building shop building. This is what reduces BUMDes revenue.

![Image](Figure 5. Distribution of SHU)

BUMDes revenue share of 39% goes to Village Original Income, 30% for capital fertilization, 3% for advisors, 3% supervisors, 10% operational management, 5% business unit heads, 5% education and social, and 5% for reserves. Here are the details of SHU/profit sharing BUMD Asung Daya.

**CONCLUSION**

Socialization, training, and assistance in understanding the assessment, measurement, and recognition of assets run smoothly. BUMDes managers understand how to conduct asset valuations by using current market value. If the asset is a fixed asset, then its economic life is more than 12 months. If the asset is a current asset, then its economic life is less than 12 months. So far BUMDes has been able to compile financial statements correctly. However, some terms are not commonly used in accounting such as initial balance accounts, meaning the inventory of merchandise (beginning of the period). Recording of current assets in the form of inventory of merchandise in the asung daya minimarket is done computerized so that if you want to know the amount of stock just open on the cashier's computer. The financial statements prepared are accounted for in village deliberations (musdes) attended by the Village Consultative Agency (BPD), women representatives, cadet corals, community leaders, BUMDes administrators, and village devices.

It is necessary to follow up on the assistance of activities offline so that it is known in detail in progress in the field. In addition, detailed stages and simulations are needed for the preparation of financial statements in 2021. The firmness of the village head or village government in supporting the growth and development of BUMDes is the key to BUMDes success. So that later there is no scramble for results or assets in BUMDes.
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